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BUSSINES PLAN AND PROJECTION
FOR THE 2022/24 PERIOD
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This projection focuses solely on the Phantera systems
and does not reflect the business projections for Happy
Wallet by 4-Soft and all subsequential products released
by 4-Soft, or its subsidiaries.

With the development of Phantera security and
encryption systems finalizing in the latter stages of
Quater One of 2022, the team wants to release the
projected plans for integration, development, and further
expansion of Phantera security and encryption systems.

4-SOFT AND THE
FUTURE
Since 2018 the team has been working tirelessly on the
project itself, with putting significant effort into postrelease the V1 version of the original concept. With the
release of V1 planned in Quater One 2022, this paper will
swiftly cover the expectation of the system integrations,
expansion plans, and everything else in need of covering.
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NAME CHANGE
With 4-Soft company simultaneously working on various different projects at any given
moment, the name of our product can, and will, change before the release. We have been
working with the Y-GEN name for our main product since late 2019. The name change that
was projected since Quater Two 2020 is being published now with immediate effect.
Soon our main website (www.4-soft.com) will be updated, reflecting on the change with
each product having its own website.

4-SOFT & PRODUCTS DEVELOPED
Our philosophy running the company is: If
you think the idea is worth trying, do it!
We are firmly sticking to that and are
currently, apart from the Phantera,
working on two different projects that will
showcase the power of Phantera SES.
Both projects directly correlate between
them and the main product of 4-Soft; To
put it simply - We are testing the true
power of Phantera SES, with the product
being developed out-of-house and our
APIs being integrated post-development.
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PHANTERA - TWO WAYS OF APIS
BEING SOLD
With the increasing demand for security
among small and medium developers, the
idea of an API marketplace was born at the
start of 2021.
The marketplace will allow any developer
to integrate our in-house developed APIs
without any additional development
needed.

API MARKET

The APIs will be categorized, reflecting the
server usage and the possibility of running
the "user as server" mode whilst the system
is integrated.
The APIs market will correspond with the
integration and personalization services
offered to companies with specific criteria
being set (criteria is under the NDA).

SYSTEM
INTEGRATION
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PHANTERA SES API MARKETPLACE AND
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEQUENTIAL APIS
The marketplace of the APIs will be online at the start of Quarter Two 2022, with
projected 15 APIs being listed at the launch. The first to launch will be the data
transaction and user management APIs; With data storage, communications, banking,
and any requested APIs to follow.
WE HAVE DIVIDED THE MARKETPLACE INTO FOUR (4) SECTORS.
Communications and users
Data management and transactions
Data storage
Other
Each sector has the base price set in correlation with the server space used and the
complexity of the API development.

Price per API/User

Communications and users

0.08€

Data management and transactions

0.08€

Data Storage
Other

TBA
0.10€

The development of additional APIs will be ongoing throughout the 2022-24 period and
will not commerce until the goal of 5000 APIs is achieved.
At this point, 4-Soft wants to stress out that the APIs will NOT be open-sourced, nor will
the APIs fall under fair use law. We will not release the APIs until the Intellectual Property
protection is enforced. Thus the delay of the publication of such APIs remains possible.
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USER AS SERVER DISCOUNT
With the release of the APIs, the option of enabling the APIs to call for the User as server
option will be encouraged - Allowing us to shrink the server space needed and allowing
developers to lower the costs of the APIs. The price impact can be seen below, with
developers being notified that the usage of the feature will result in their software being
connected to the internet while being used.

Price per API/User as Server

Communications and users

0.040€

Data management and transactions

0.045€

Data Storage
Other

-35%
0.050€

PHANTERA INTEGRATION SERVICES
4-Soft will still offer the integrations services, with personalized APIs and offering
intranet networks. We target companies that we can generate at least 50.000€ of
revenue annually, with contract negotiations being held on-premises and under the NDA.
Projecting revenue of the integration services is near impossible. Thus we have set the
net value of the integration to a net 550.000€ yearly in the projections below.
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PROJECTIONS FOR THE
2022/24 PERIOD
We have selected the period from 2022 to 2024 for a simple fact; the current round of
investments will cover the period of 20 months without any revenue. Our goal is to be net
positive starting Quarter Three (Q3) 2022 when the main blockchain development will be
replaced with API development.

PHANTERA API MARKET
The projections will be split between the Panthera SES API marketplace and
Panthera Integration Services and showcase the number of APIs rented to
developers.

The following tables showcase the goals that we have for the period and will offer us a
guiding point, which we hope to surpass at any given time.

Communications
and Users

Data management &
Transactions

Data
Storage

Other

Q2 2022

1.000.000

100.000

-

500.000

Q3 2022

2.500.000

1.000.000

-

1.500.000

Q4 2022

3.000.000

4.000.000

2.000.000

2.500.000

Q1 2023

5.000.000

8.000.000

8.000.000

6.000.000

Q2 2023

8.000.000

15.000.000

12.000.000

15.000.000

Q3 2023

12.000.000

22.000.000

18.000.000

35.000.000

Q4 2023

25.000.000

32.000.000

25.000.000

45.000.000
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PHANTERA SES INTEGRATION
The integration process will start before the Phantera API market launch. Its projections
reflect big companies' overall interest in the Phantera integration to existing software,
especially in the Arabian peninsula and European region.

Number of Integrations
Q1 2022

1

Q2 2022

2

Q3 2022

2

Q4 2022

4

Q1 2023

8

Q2 2023

12

Q3 2023

15

Q4 2023

25
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REVENUE GOALS FOR THE 202224 PERIOD
Found below is the projected revenue per Quarter if the goals are achieved. The numbers
are showcasing additional revenue, as the API rent covers 12 months of up-time.

Q1 2022

Q2 2022

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

Communications and users

-

80.000,00€

200.000,00€

240.000,00€

Data management and transactions

-

8.300,00€

83.000,00€

332.000,00€

Data Storage

-

TBA

TBA

TBA

Other

-

50.000,00€

150.000,00€

250.000,00€

Integration

550.000,00€

1.100.000,00€

1.100.000,00€

2.200.000,00€

Overall Projection

550.000,00€

1.238.300,00€

1.533.000,00€

3.022.000,00€

Q1 2023

Q2 2023

Q3 2023

Q4 2023

Communications and users

400.000,00€

640.000,00€

960.000,00€

2.000.000,00€

Data management and transactions

664.000,00€

1.245.000,00€

1.826.000,00€

2.656.000,00€

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

600.000,00€

1.500.000,00€

3.500.000,00€

4.500.000,00€

Integration

4.400.000,00€

6.600.000,00€

8.250.000,00€

13.750.000,00€

Overall Projection

6.064.000,00€

9.985.000,00€

14.536.000,00€

22.906.000,00€

Data Storage
Other
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, 4-Soft is on the path of reaching 6.000.000€ of revenue in the first year of
operation and an incredible 55.000.000€ of revenue in the year 2023.
These numbers do not reflect on yearly subscriptions and contracts already signed,
which results in even better possible outcomes.
The 4-Soft team is looking forward to the next years with positivity and hope for even
better years than projected.

Nejc Paradiž
CEO, 4-Soft
Ljubljana, October 2021
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